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When the Sony Walkman became the necessary audio device in its 80s, it helped redefine the way we experience music; our favorite music is no longer confined to home or cars – they become private and portable, as are other portable cassette players, allowing us to shut down the outside world – as many children make donated headphones at the level of
ear separation, despite the parent's conviction that they become deaf or socially deaf. Back then, there was not much choice and the portability of music breaking down to a number of mixed tapes. 90 minutes you can squeeze into your backpack. Today's audio devices are now separate generations, making the most of digital evolution in recent years. Thanks
to hard drives, flashes and mini-players no bigger than tape cases, it can hold what will translate into extensive cassette tapes and access music with just a few clicks. Far from a small black or yellow brick. The Walkmans and their brothers, digital audio players also have hundreds of formats and audio functions and more. For all the inclination and wallet size,
supersizedThink a bigger hard drive is better? Music fans with large collections who spend a lot of time listening to their music away from home may want to look for players with plenty of hard drive space and jittery multimedia features, time iPod video ($300-30GB, $400-60GB). The latest 30 and 60 gigabyte iPod Video players ($300 and $400 respectively)
are leviathans of their product line that have enough memory for even the most coveted listeners, getting high scores for bringing still images and animations on two-and-a-half-inch screens while shrinking thinner than the iPod. The owner can download music videos and clips from ABC and Disney shows, for example, lost, while users with enough knowledge
can export their own videos to the device using a program like Quicktime Pro. But you can expect the video length to be shorter, creative zen micro-picture (8 GB – $250) if you're looking for a cheaper player that handles both music and photos, you don't need to turn to the iPod cable, other manufacturers also create devices with mixed media capabilities,
including Creative, which Zen line has been praised by investigators for its fashion quality and newly released Zen Micro Photo functions, including an 8-gigabyte hard drive and display capable of high-resolution digital images, including a collection of music. The player also comes with a built-in FM. And although the company estimates that the full-charge
battery will run for 15 hours, users can buy additional batteries for $40 that easily switch to keep the entertainment alive on the longest bus ride and plane flight. FashionableOther shoppers may want small, fashionable and functional accessories. Fortunately, quite a lot can be packed into small players. To squeeze these players to size, the player uses flash
memory instead of a hard drive, which Limited Storage space, however, allows them to have a smaller MobiBLU DAH-1500i hipper format (1 GB - $130, MobiBLU cube scooped the editor's award for PC magazine for its design and simplicity: in addition to the relatively large capacity for a few sugar-sized players, the device has a headphone jack that is also a
USB 2.0 port, easy to read, display and headphones that work as a necklace. Sony Walkman NW-E300 Nuts (1 GB - $140, 512MB-$110) over 25 years since the first Walkman hit the road, Sony still has a portable sound line with a set of jelly bean-shaped music players. USB pop-up hidden behind side latch for convenient connection Sony boasts that the
player's built-in lithium-ion battery can last up to 50 hours, while even a three-minute charge can give you up to three hours of play time. If you decide to convert nuts to Sony's Sonic Stage software, it's necessary to manage your media. For fitness types, FitSome wants audio players to stimulate your heart beat or escape the boredom of long workouts in
indoor gyms, while most digital music players make good companions for running or riding packs in special features that target exercises and add, unlike hard drives, lacking moving parts that you should be able to break or your players use a tumble, Oakley Thompson 2 (1 GB – $450) Oakley Thump 2 sunglasses, update the larger model and lighten last
year's more trendy style. (After all, not everyone has a look at how you stroke towards the pulp of thump dog chapman fans, reality TV stars, bounty hunters who often rock out while chasing down cons and deadbeats), some elements of the older version remain: the button mounted on the sports side Thump 2 still provides fast and useful control during sports,
and connected headphones that leap out when listening to external dangers like oncoming traffic. The battery has been tested at 6 hours - shorter than most players, however. While the combination of certain buttons helps to jump through the track, the lack of screen makes navigation more difficult, especially when loaded with gigabyte music. MSI
Megaplayer 521 (1 GB - $230) another version created for active sports MSI Megaplayer 521, tacks on performance features such as pedometer, stopwatch, calorie counter and armband that come with audio features like FM receiver and radio and voice recorder in case you have eureka! The music for TotsKids has its own players, no doubt de rigeur in the
best playgrounds, with kid-friendly design and intuitive features, perfect for rocking size. Mixstick (128 MB – $50) Disney's Mix Sticks music player provides the easiest audio device for young music fans. The four compact case designs come with bubblegum colors and smug lines such as Forever a Princess and Sassy Pride on the front and mickey mouse
play controls on the back. The mixstick has only 128 MB of storage space, although the built-in extension slot can add up to 1 gigabyte of additional memory, Bratz plugged in Liptunes (256 MB -$80), as if the Bratz doll oversexed not enough, your baby could continue to flirt with the teen by putting their music on a player similar to a lipstick case thanks to Bratz
in the Liptunes MP3 player. He also wrote about technology for The New York Times and has covered science and innovation for news agencies such as PBS FRONTLINE/World and the San Francisco Chronicle. Also, as the day goes, you can expect to pay $200 or more for a good quality pence pinchers listening up: there are tons of MP3 players available
for less than $100 from those who simply offer basic music playback to a video-capable unit with expandable memory. Sandisk Sansa Clip + Sandisk has been in the game MP3 player for quite a long time, becoming a hit after a hit in terms of good quality MP3 players rich features at bargain price. Pros: Compact design Sandisk Sansa+ clip is small but
doesn't get lost in your pocket. Small size, which makes this unit very portable and unobtrusive. The design closely mimics what's found on older iPod models and has been proven to be highly regarded by digital music enthusiasts. Specific controls When accessing the most user-powered control features, the volume keys are great. Expandable memory Belt
Clip Of course, 2GB data is a lot, especially when you convert this number into something useful, such as the number of songs to hold (about 1,300), but adding the ability to add a removable memory card will allow you to expand the amount of music you can store more without paying the extra cost of a large memory unit. A 4GB unit costs $50 and an 8GB
unit comes at about $70, you can get an SD memory card for a few dollars, depending on the card capacity. Intuitive controls I like that Sandisk makes user controls simple, easy to use and easier to remember. This player is compatible with any audio file format you can think of. - They'll all play. Clip+ comes with an excellent audio chip that translates into
good quality music as long as you upgrade the standard headphones offered to something more capable. Adding an FM receiver and a voice recorder around a very good selection of features. Cons: No video support I hope Sandisk has added some functions for viewing photos and videos, but at this price I can't say that I expected to see it. Short battery life
The battery life is missing, which is disappointing. At this time, the average battery life is about 15 hours. Do yourself a favor and use the money you save to buy this player to buy good quality headphones. I can't find any reason why you shouldn't buy Sansa Clip+ this version produces good quality music with easy-to-meet controls and good prices under the
closest competitors. I would recommend this MP3 player to anyone in the market for portable digital music devices only. 2. Sandisk Sansa Sansa Clip, Sandisk Sansa Zip is another great MP3 player from Sandisk, the main thing that makes this different from Clip+is the ability to process audiobook files and to add a stopwatch function for buffymy. Price: $40
advantage: Support for multiple audio files, as well as Clip + Sansa Clip Zip cousins, offer quality audio that shouldn't come out of MP3 at this price level and support for a variety of music formats, including ACC (which means you can buy from iTunes and load your purchases into this player). Intuitive controls and expandable memory You get the same
intuitive control interface on the front of the device, a separate volume rocker control for volume control during expandable memory usage. Optimized for sandisk subscription services, this version optimizes the model to easily accept media from Rhapsody, a subscription music service. This is good news for users who want to change their music frequently.
Included FM tuner You'll also find fm receivers on this device, something that's not available in many high-end MP3 players, including the Apple iPod, which means hitting the gym fast doesn't mean missing out on your favorite morning radio show. The large 1.1-inch color LCD display is displayed, albeit quite grainy. There's a separate menu associated with
audiobooks and podcasts specifically, which for people like me makes it easy to find these files without having to walk through thousands of songs in my library. Cons: Feel cheap, the zipper clip feels a little cheaper than clip+ in your hand. You can't load and watch photos or videos, but at this price, I don't think anyone really complains, the battery life is quite
substandard, keep playing continuously for about 15 hours, but there's a lot of juice for you to go through regular exercise without keeping you high and dry. Low-quality headphones, you'll need to throw a good set of headphones into your cart to replace the headphones that came with this unit. Again, Sandisk delivers a great portable audio device. If you're
looking for an upgrade to Clip+ and don't mind spending an extra few dollars, this player is definitely a great option. Although it's bigger than its predecessor, it still fits in front of the jeans pocket or easily hooks onto your belt. 3. Sandisk Sansa Fuze+ do you start to see the model here? Just made a good portable media player device and Sandisk Sansa
Fuze+ was no exception. The really cool thing about this is that you get all the power of high-end audio/video playback devices for less than $100 Price: Plus $60: Including LCD display with video support in an effort to prevent you from suffering from déjà vu, I won't relist all of the other Sandisk's advantages - but know they all live here as well. However, in
addition to those features, Sansa Fuze+ also has a great 2.4-inch screen. Extensive support for built-in audio files and FM tuners Yes, this version not only handles all audio formats, audiobooks, podcasts and FM radio stations, but also displays your photos and has a video playback function that surpasses many other portable media devices, not only will you
get ACC audio format support on this device, allows you to load iTunes purchases directly, but also compatible with Mac, making this device the closest you can get to having an iPod and still having a cost outside your pocket below $100. I don't enjoy the menu structure, not that the menu is too difficult to use, but Touch navigation control versus standard
click wheel style control in an affordable version requires a little chin. It took me a little longer to work through this technology-based menu, which was frustrating to say the least. Poor video file type support The video playback function only works with MP4 or WMV file formats, and while Sandisk has video format conversion software in the Fuze+ package, that
needs to wait while other video formats. Convert to acceptable format before loading? Low-quality audio output I'm also a little disappointed with the quality of the audio output from this device, especially in terms of other devices that are less expensive in this category. Of course, the sound output quality of the competition increases at this price point but still I
expect better Sansa Fuze+ is a great portable media device that will support everything you want to do on portable devices Sans Angry Birds and Facebook, but at this price point, it will still make a great boost in everyone's pockets, bags, or belts. Pros: The design works, those beautiful tiles on the front of this device are more than just rumored packaging.
Creative Lab adds the ability to customize your display background or wallpaper to this unit, which is what Mozaic is more than competitive. Because this is an MP3 player with photo/video/audio capabilities, you can set any of your photos as a background in addition to being able to choose from preloaded images. Easy-to-use menu The menu is easy to use
and easy to use, and you can finally create user-defined playlists for those days when only '80s music will suffice. You can also organize your library alphabetically of music or artists if you choose. Advanced photo playback features return to the photo display function - you can zoom in on every aspect of your photo. This device can also be set to scroll through
the slideshow of your photos or album art while your music plays depending on your needs. Easy data transfer Transferring media files except videos is quite simple. It has support for a wide range of audio file formats, including MP3, WMA, WAV and Audible, without ACC support, which means if you buy your music. You'll need to convert it to mozaic-friendly
format before playing good audio output quality. The audio output capabilities of this device are truly great. The music sounds warm, rich and inviting, as long as you use quality headphones. Syncivity of Microsoft Outlook, you can sync your device with your Outlook application on your Windows PC, so you can use your calendar, contacts, and task list
wherever you go. Built-in speakers and FM receivers, built-in speakers mean you can listen to your favorite music or watch videos without headphones, at least as long as you don't bother your neighbors. You also get an FM tuner, including audiobook and podcast support. Cons: Small internal memory capacity and no expandable memory capacity What you
see is what you get in terms of storage capacity. This is due to the fact that Creative Labs decided against adding expandable memory slots. Limited video file format support Support for video formats is very limited, so most videos must be converted using the included video conversion application before loading. Limited operating system compatibility There is
no Mac support for this device, and even PC users are limited to being on the Windows platform before using this device. Creative Zen Mozaic is a very capable device - it can produce good quality audio output, can display your photos and videos on a vibrant, lively and large screen (1.8 inches). It can help you organize by syncing with your computer's
Outlook app and allowing you to enjoy hours at the end. While there are minor flaws with this device in terms of video conversion requirements, the restrictions Apple iPod Shuffle doesn't have a way to create a list of portable audio devices, but it can be surprising to many that Apple devices find their way into the portable audio player list for budget, Apple i i
ShufflePod is the smallest and least in the Apple audio quality portfolio, but that's great. Pros: The compact design of the fourth-generation iPod Shuffle is the latest iteration of the world's smallest MP3 player. Its small size has been both the merit and flat of existence in previous generations. But I can honestly say that the redesigned version is back to large
and intuitive function control. Smart playlist support, you're supported directly with iTunes compatibility playlists, audiobooks, and podcasts. And what's called VoiceOver, the VoiceOver feature allows you to enable synthesized audio that announces songs by name and artist while playing. Press the button twice to hear the sound interpretation of your
remaining battery life and by pressing and holding the button, the sound enters the menu zone, which lists your menu options for jumping to music, audiobooks or other playlists. A great feature is that this sound can be customized in iTunes to speak one of 25 different languages. For some, this is a feature for others, it is a nuisance. You can be a judge of the
separate menu system for music books and audiobooks. I like the fact that Shuffle organizes your audiobooks separately from your music library and podcasts. The reason for this is that when you're in shuffle mode, you don't want random chapters to show up in your playlist to interrupt what you're doing. On the other hand, you want to listen to your books in
order, so they are exempt from the shuffle feature. Cons: No video support and limited audio file support Switching music is a straightforward audio playback device as it is. You are limited to ACC, MP3, WAV, or Audible audio file formats. There is no FM tuner, no FM receiver, so if you like running in the morning to a jockey chatter disc, you look better than
anywhere else. The headphone quality is not good, but the included ear does not do the sound output quality of this device a favor, so go ahead and plan to buy a quality pair before you leave the store. This small size of the device means you don't own it as much as you really just borrow it from the universe. At some point it may enter the dark bay of your
sofa, a favorite hiding place for escaping french fries in your car or washing machine. ITunes library only supported The iTunes library interface is the only way to load or configure your audio files. Finally, Word, while MP3 players are gradually being phased out in favor of smartphones with multimedia capabilities, they are not truly gone. Why, because it might
make sense to use your phone as a sound player at your desk? But it doesn't make any sense in the gym. In addition, using a separate MP3 device for music, video and photo sharing means you will actually cost. You'll do well with any device on this list - the best option depends on your style and preferences. What is your experience about the MP3 player
you bought? See why 218,388 people subscribe to our newsletter, newsletter, news
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